A quarter of a century ago the concept of “making it work for you” germinated and developed resulting in the matured Hipac of today that stands tall amongst leading healthcare product suppliers.

From the intensity, pressure and technological environment of the operating theatre to the relaxed and caring atmosphere of the mental health facility, we have the solutions and the experience to make it work for you.

We understand the demands placed upon healthcare department managers, medical professionals and their assistants.

We understand that equipment needs to work on demand, on time, and every time.

We understand that here in Australia specialise healthcare equipment is mostly best sourced internationally where state of the art technology and generous manufacturing quantities can produce reliable and safe products.

We also understand that international product offering doesn’t always suit local practice.

That’s why we operate our own manufacturing facility, backed by a premium after sales national service network, to provide the connection that allows us to delivery a solution that does just that – works for you.

It is likely that you have already experienced the Hipac advantage. If not we look forward to exploring how we can best make it work for you.
Mission
We’re here for life. We’re here to preserve life, to protect life and to promote life. We’re here for others and we’re here for good.

Vision
A vibrant enthusiastic team of dynamic individuals possessing a genuine interest in the needs of those surrounding them, whose attitude and actions benefit not only our clients and their patients but reach out to touch humanity.

Our staff find work rewarding and enjoyable and our customers find engagement with them fulfilling. Stakeholders are satisfied and supportive.

A carefully selected portfolio of solid reliable products is sourced from a long lineup of manufacturers worldwide seeking well supported representation throughout the country.

Growth is sustained by the energy of a service division unequalled for its reliability, dependability and efficiency. It will be capable of a four hour response time anywhere on this vast continent.

Relationships formed will endure.

Guiding Principles

Integrity
Open, honest and loyal in every sphere and relationship.

Selflessness
Put the needs of others ahead of my own.

Consideration
Possess a caring and considerate disposition.

Courtesy
A smile, a kind word, a greeting costs nothing but is priceless.

Generosity
Display a spirit of generosity, kindness and compassion.

Orderliness
Maintain tidy and safe facilities, work areas and practices.

Effectiveness
Do it once, do it right and do it in the least amount of time. Be punctual.

Communication
Keep customers, suppliers and fellow workers informed.

Recordkeeping
Maintain accurate records for a better tomorrow. Be accountable.

Innovation
Do it smarter, better, quicker. Think outside the box.

Action
See a need do something about it... now.
Advancing the Leadership in Top Slide Surgical Table Performance

The UltraSlide 3602X provides 580mm of top slide, full table features and optimal patient positioning for C-arm access, including powerful 454kg lift and 363kg articulation. Removable head, leg and back sections and auto beach chair position provide flexible patient positioning options for every procedure.

The UltraSlide 3602X is undoubtedly the most powerful and versatile top slide surgical table in the industry.

*C-Arm courtesy of Philips Medical Systems, Inc.*
Smooth and Responsive 580mm Top Slide Range at the Touch of a Button

240mm slide-to-head for full upper body imaging

340mm slide-to-foot for full lower body imaging
Imaging Area

**Upper Body Imaging Coverage**
- Pacemaker Insertions
- Hickman Catheters
- Broviac Insertions
- Shunts
- IVC Filters
- Lung Biopsies
- Cholangiography
- Cardiovascular
- Thoracic
- Kidney
- Gall Bladder
- Laparoscopy
- Total Hip Revisions
- Ophthalmic
- Orthopaedic
- Upper Limb Arthroscopy
- Neurosurgery
- Spinal
- Implantable Defibrillation
- Endoscopy

**Lower Body Imaging Coverage**
- Spinals
- Femoral Popliteal Bypass
- Laser Angioplasty
- Endovascular
- Orthopaedics
- Lower Limb, Non-traction
- Orthopaedics
- Laparoscopy
- Upper Limb Arthroscopy
- Cystoscopy
- Endourology
- Gynaecology
- Abdominal
- Nissen Fundoplication

*Head section can be used as foot extension*
Durable Back-Lit, One Touch Hand Control with Full Table Functions

It’s simply the easiest and most durable hand control to use from any location around the surgical table, with convenient back-lighting for high visibility when working in low light environments.

- Simple one touch operation
- Back-lit control for high visibility
- Audible alarm for kidney bridge, back up, articulation, Top slide obstruction
- Anatomically correct return to level
- Top slide return to centre indicator
- Recessed buttons to eliminate accidental activation
- Exceptionally durable rubber encased steel housing
- Water resistant
- Can be used in conjunction with optional three function foot control

1080mm Max. 610mm Min. Table Height
90° Reflex
40° Flex
Leg Up 15°
100° Leg Down
90° Back Up
40° Back Down
30° Trendelenburg
30° Reverse Trendelenburg
30° Lateral Tilt Right and Left
23° Top Slide
Beach Chair
Removable Back and Leg Sections Enhance Imaging Flexibility

Additional clinical benefits of removable back and leg sections include improved anaesthesia access to shorter patients in lithotomy position and enhanced leg room for seated surgeons.

Lower table heights are also more easily achieved by removing the leg section rather than lowering it, thereby eliminating any articulation conflicts with the floor.
Speedy Set-Ups for Specialty Procedures and Auto Beach Chair Function

Removal of the back section provides speedy attachment of power shoulder arthroscopy positioner. Auto beach chair function takes the work out of positioning patients for shoulder arthroscopy and other upper body procedures.

Removable Leg Section permits surgeons more leg room, lower table height positioning for urology, cysto/gyn, as well as enhanced imaging capabilities for vascular and other lower body procedures.
3602X Operating Table

Feature for Feature the Most Powerful and Versatile Full Function, Top Slide Surgical Table in the Industry

455kg lift and 365kg articulation capacity

Removable head and back Section

Battery life indicator on table Base

Adjustable Head Section with Quick Release Bar for Emergencies

Full Length X-Ray Top Accessory available for Image Capture

Secondary Function Switches for Backup Primary Control

Power Kidney Bridge for Safe and Easy Positioning
3602X Operating Table

- Durable, Back-lit Pendant Control
- Manual Emergency Brake Unlock Knob
- Self Levelling Brakes for Stability on Uneven Floors
- Unique Table Accessories for Safe and Improved Positioning

Exclusive 580mm table top slide

Removable leg section

Optional 1020mm carbon fibre extension for specialty imaging requirements
3602X Positioning Overview

Upper Body Imaging
- Multi Position Armboard
- All Rubber Table Restraint Strap
- Foot Rest
- Rotary Sure Clamp

Lower Body Imaging
- Head Section used as Foot Extension

*C-Arm courtesy of Philips Medical Systems, Inc.*
Upper Body Imaging with 1020mm Carbon Fibre Imaging Extension

- All Rubber Table Restraint Strap
- Foot Rest
- Rotary Sure Clamp
- 1020mm Carbon Fibre Imaging Extension

Lower Body Imaging with 1020mm Carbon Fibre Imaging Extension

- Multi Position Armboard
- Rotary Sure Clamp
- 1020mm Carbon Fibre Imaging Extension
3602X Positioning Overview

Lap Nissen
• Multi Position Armboard
• Pelvic Tilt Seat
• Universal Split Leg Section
• Split Leg Foot Rest
• Rotary Sure Clamp

Urology
• Urology Bracket Set and Pouches
• Lift Assisted Legholders
• Multi Position Armboard
• Multi Clamp
• Stirrup Clamp
• Rotary Sure Clamp

*C-Arm courtesy of Philips Medical Systems, Inc.
**Neuro (Neck)**
- Multi Position Armboard
- All Rubber Table Restraint
- Foot Rest
- Multi Clamp
- Rotary Sure Clamp

**Neuro (Lumbar)**
- Multi Position Armboard
- All Rubber Table Restraint
- Rotary Sure Clamp
3602X Positioning Overview

Ophthalmic/ENT

- Standard Armboard
- Ophthalmic Head Section
- All Rubber Table Restraint
- Foot Rest
- Multi Clamp

Kidney/Thoracic

- Multi Position Armboard
- Chest and Waist Support
- All Rubber Table Restraint
- Standard Armboard
- Foot Rest
- Multi Clamp
- Rotary Sure Clamp
Shoulder Arthroscopy

- Beach Chair Shoulder Positioner
- Foot Rest
- Multi Clamp

*C-Arm courtesy of Philips Medical Systems, Inc.

Lumbar

- Multi Position Armboard
- All Rubber Table Restraint
- 460mm Knee Rest
- Rotary Sure Clamp
- Multi Clamp
3602X Positioning Overview

**Abdominal**

Head Section used as Foot Extension

- Standard Armboard
- Multi Clamp

**Gastro/Intestinal**

- Standard Armboard
- Split Leg Section
- Slit Leg Section
- Slit Leg Foot Rest
- Rotary Sure Clamp

*C-Arm courtesy of Philips Medical Systems, Inc.*
3602X Positioning Overview

Ophthalmic/ENT
• Standard Armboard
• Multi Clamp
• All Rubber Table Restraint
• Ophthalmic Head Support

GYN/Endourology/Cystoscopy
• Standard Armboard
• 75mm Soft Deluxe Mattress Set
• Urology Bracket Set and Pouches
• Heavy Duty Lift Assisted Legholders
• Stirrup Clamps (Pair)
• Multi Clamp
UltraSlide 3602X orthopaedic positioning system

The Hipac Orthopaedic traction frame is designed for streamlined positioning of patients during lower extremity and hip procedures. Its lightweight carbon fibre and aluminium construction ensures the weight of the frame is kept to a minimum and almost shadow free enhanced imaging capabilities are provided through the unique shape of its carbon fibre leg spars.

The Hipac Orthopaedic Positioning System is vendor neutral and is manufactured to suit any model and make of operating table.

The frame is designed and manufactured in Australia by Hipac and to Hipac’s stringent quality standards.
UltraSlide 3602X for bariatric surgery

From General Purpose to Bariatric Surgery, the UltraSlide 3602X Does it all.

- 450Kg lifting capacity, 365kg articulation capacity
- Tested to 4X the weight safety factor
- 30° patient articulation
- Full body imaging coverage
- Automatic 4-point, self-levelling brake safety system
- Full line bariatric table accessories

Table width expands to 762mm for extra wide patients.
3602X Table Specifications

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

• Full function, electrohydraulic battery powered surgical table features 580mm longitudinal top slide, 455kg lift and 365kg articulation capacity.
• Table is equipped with a removable 457cm power cord for battery charging.
• Four (4) conductive casters, four point braking system with push button operation including manual override for safety and stability.
• Hand held, back-lit pendant control includes steel housing design providing extreme durability.
• Pendant permits control at any point around table’s perimeter.

Length excluding head rest 1750mm
Length including head rest 2080mm
Width 500mm
Width with side rails 560mm
Height 610mm – 1080mm
Lateral Tilt (left/right) 30°
Trendelenburg 30°
Reverse Trendelenburg 30°
Power Kidney Bridge 145mm Lift
Back up/down 90°/40°
Leg down 15°/100°
Return to level (Anatomically correct return to horizontal position from articulated positions)
Top slide/head 240mm
Top slide/foot 340mm
Flex/Reflex 40°/90°
Head section 60° up/90° down
Base braking (Lock/unlock)
Weight of operating table 365kg
Max. permissible load 455kg Lift 365kg Articulation

Hipac reserves the right to make changes in design, specifications, colours and models for the improvement of any product without notice. Images in this catalogue are for display purposes only and may not reflect the exact appearance of the product. Hipac recommends that anyone intending to install or use any products displayed in this catalogue should satisfy themselves about the suitability of them for their intended purpose and that all applicable health and safety requirements are met. No responsibility is assumed by Hipac for any incidental or consequential damages resulting from the use of any products sold by Hipac.
We’re here for life.